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To all whom it may concern:
thereof are relatively fixed jaws 4 and 5
Beit known that we, GEORGE. H. GLASS Winich converge toward that end of the base
and GEORGE A. WNT, citizens of the United fartherest removed from the tongue 2 and
States, residing at Pekin, in the county of form a tapered passage 6 therebetween, that
5 Tazewell, State of Illinois, have invented a Wall of the passage formed by the jaw 5
new and useful Wire Clamp or Grip, of being preferably shaped so as to slightly
which tie following is a specification.
Overhang the passage as clearly indicated in
This invention relates to wire grips or Fig. 3. Formed within the inner face of
claiaps for use in stretching telephone, tele jaw is a longitudinal groove 7 and a simi
graph, and trolley wires or the like.
lar but Smaller longitudinal groove 8 is 65
The object of the invention is to provide preferably formed within the inner face of
simple reais whereby a firm grip can be jaw 5.
obtained upon wires of different dimensions, Passage 6 is designed to receive a rela
Sail wires being secured in place by means tively novable locking member 9 which is
Wedge-shaped as shown particularly in Fig. 70
of a siidable locking member.
A further object is to provide means 1 and is provided at one end with an out
whereby : Sitable take-up may be attached standing head 10 whereby the same can be
to the grip, said means being so positioned hit by means of a hammer or other suitable
as not to interfere with the placing of the tool for the purpose of driving the movable
grip upon the wire to be stretched. Here locking member longitudinally within the
tofore is devices of this character it has passage 6. The side faces of this locking
been difficult to so position the grip upon member 9 are disposed so as to lie in planes
a wire as to prevent the wire from interfer parallel with the side walls of the passage 6
ing with the stretching operation because the as indicated at 11 and 12, and the clamping
3 parts have been so arranged that said wire face 11 has a longitudinal groove 13 therein 80
extends directly toward and against the corresponding with the groove 7 while the
take-up device and its connection with the clainping face 12 has a smaller longitudinal
groove la Corresponding to the groove 8.
gil.
line object of the present invention is to As clearly indicated in Fig. 1 the inner
{li:inate the disadvantages incident to de faces of the jays 4 and 5 are disposed along
vices of this character by providing a grip lines intersecting the longitudinal axis of
\'hich is designed to be so positioned upon the basel and tongue 2 so that when a wire
a wire that the take-up mechanism will be such as indicated at 15, is clamped against
held removed from the wire and will not either jaw 4 and 5 it will extend to one side
of the eye 3 and will not therefore interfere 9. 3.
be interferred with thereby.
With these and otheir objects in view the with or be deflected by the connection be
invention consists of certain novel features tween eye 3 and a suitable take-up not
of constitucion and combinations of parts shown. It will also be noted that the tongue
which will be hereinafter more fully de 2 is of such a length as to permit the mov
able locking member 9 to have considerable
scribed and pointed out in the claims.
In the accompanying drawings is shown longitudinal movement toward the eye 3 be
the preferred form of the invention.
fore itwhich
comesnight
intobecontact
a hook
or
in said drawings: Figure 1 is an eleva cable
securedwith
within
the eye,
tion of the device, the same being shown ap this movement permitting the insertion of
plied to a wire. Fig. 2 is a similar view
thereof showing the movable locking mem
be unseated. Fig. 3 is a section on line
2-2, Fig. and showing the two wires po
sitioned within the grip.
Referrig to the figures by characters of
reference, 1 designates the base of the grip,
the same being provided at one end with an
{elongated longitudinal tongate 2 terminating
in an eye 3. Extending fron one face of
the base and along the longitudiual edges

wires of various proportions between the
locking members without hindrance by said
| Tope Ol' Other connection. As indicated in
the di'awing the plate 1 and the movable
locking member can be connected by means
of a chain or other flexible device so that
said member 9 can not be accidentally lost.
in using the device a suitable hook o'
other connection between the grip and a
suitable take-up is secured within the eye 3
after which the wire to be stretched, which
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the frictional engagement of the parts 40
has been indicated at 15, is placed within the when
passage 6 and against one of the jaws 4 and is not too great.

It will be seen that the device is very sim
and driven longitudinally so as to exert a formed of two parts, which can be cast or
wedging action and clamp the wire against otherwise produced and can be readily ap 45
plied to or removed from engagement with
the jaw. When the wire is thus held it will wires
of different sizes.
be apparent that the clamping action by the
5 after which the movable locking member 9

is inserted into the large end of the passage ple, durable, and efficient inasmuch as it is

member 9 will increase in proportion to the What is claimed is:
A wire gripping device comprising a base
pull exerted upon the wire and inasmuch as having
integral converging wire engaging 50
the clamping faces are disposed along lines
extending to one side of the eye 3 it will be jaws along opposite edges thereof, a tongue
apparent that the wire 15 will also extend to integral with and extending longitudinally
one side of said eye and will thus be held out from one end of the base at a point between
5 of contact with the connection between the the jaws and terminating in a take-up en
grip and the take-up device. Where very gaging portion, a longitudinally movable
large wires are to be pulled or stretched they wedge-like locking member insertible be
are designed to be clamped within the tween the jaws and having its opposite faces
grooves 7 and 13 and the smaller grooves 8 coöperating with the respective jaws, the co
20 and 14 are particularly designed for use operating faces of said locking member and
upon wires of small gages or, if preferred, jaws being disposed upon straight lines, said 60
two wires may be gripped simultaneously lines extending past opposite sides of the
one of said wires being positioned between take-up engaging portion, one face of said
each jaw and the member 9. in view of the locking member being beveled for engage
distance between the jaws 4 and 5 and the ment, with a correspondingly beyeled jaw,
eye 3 the member 9 is capable of consider both jaws and the clamping face of the mem 65
able longitudinal movement so that a suffi ber having registering longitudinal grooves
cient space will be formed between it and the therein, a conbined grip and head outstand
jaw 4 or 5 to permit the removal of the grip ing from the locking member, and a flexible
30 from the wire 15 after said wire has been connectiol) between said head and the base.
stretched. Although the member 9 has been In testimony that we claim the foregoing
shown provided with two grooves it will be as our own, we have hereto affixed our signa
understood that one of these grooves may be tures in the presence of two witnesses.
O
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dispensed with if desired. The head 10,
aside from constituting means whereby the

member 9 can be driven into or out of

clamping position, can also be utilized as a

grip whereby the member 9 can be pushed
into or pulled back from position by hand

GEO. H. GLASS.

GEORGE A. VINT.
Witnesses:

EDwARD M. SEIBERT,
FRANK WEBER.

